The role of polymer polydispersity in phase separation and gelation in colloid-polymer mixtures.
Mixtures of nonadsorbing polymer and colloidal particles exhibit a range of different morphologies depending on the particle and polymer concentrations and their relative size ratios. These can be very important for technological applications, where gelation can produce a weak solidlike structure that can help reduce phase separation, extending product shelf life. However, industrial products are typically formulated with polydisperse polymers, and the consequences of this on the phase behavior of the mixture are not known. We investigate the role of polymer polydispersity and show that a small amount of larger polymer in a distribution of nominally much smaller polymer can drastically modify the behavior. It can induce formation of a solidlike gel structure, abetted by the small polymer, but still allow further evolution of the phase separation process, as is seen with a monodisperse distribution of larger polymer. This coarsening ultimately leads to gravitational collapse. We describe the full phase behavior for polydisperse polymer mixtures and account for the origin of the behavior through measurements of the structure and dynamics and by comparing to the behavior with monodisperse polymers.